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The Company Introduction
AGA Group Brief History

Our history begins in 1994. From that moment we 
decided to build a company that would make the 
business environment better.

Our main goal as “AGA GROUP” is to organize our activities in such 
a way as to give high quality and satisfaction to our customers. To 
achieve this goal, our long-term strategy is to ensure the balance 
between the latest technologies and the most efficient use of human 
capital.

We support the innovation and creativity of our staff. We believe 
that their success as individuals is the foundation of our success as a 
company. Therefore we will uphold their welfare, nurture their talents, 
encourage their progress and preserve their health and well being.

We will preserve the environment and our natural resources. We will 
use our knowledge and skills to reduce pollution, eliminate hazard-
ous practices and decrease wastage. We will utilize our resources 
wisely in hopes of a cleaner and greener future. We believe that our 
success should benefit the community and that our prosperity should 
buoy the local economy. We will contribute to the development of 
our location and support its trade, integrate our business with its in-
dustries, and support its initiatives.
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The Full Logotype
Logotype Visual Basics

Secondary - The white logo version can be used on a variety of
colour and image backgrounds.

Secondary - The black logotype should be used when there are no 
other altarnatives.

Primary - The red and black logotype works best on a white
background or light coloured images.

Our logotype is the single most effective tool when 
it comes to the recognition and identification of our 
brand. 

To ensure maximum impact and awareness of the AGA Group brand, 
it’s important to treat the logotype according to these guidelines.

There are three versions of our logotype. This is to optimise our brand 
presence in different contexts and environments. Our primary logo-
type versions are red-black on the white. The secondary version 
white and black on the red and white.

Logo Alternatives
Logotype Visual Basics

26312
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Logo Clearspace
Logotype Visual Basics

Incorrect Logo Application
Logotype Visual Basics

The AGA Group logo should always remain intact and never be altered in any way. Avoid using the logotype on high or low contrast color 
combinations. You may explore the use of the full logo on color backgrounds and photography but must retain the logo’s integrity. Here are some 
visual examples of how we should never present our logo. If you have any questions about the correct use of the logo contact the AGA Group’s 
Marketing team.

The preferred amount of clear space is equal to the height of the letter “O” in the logo. Avoid placing the logo any closer than this distance to 
other graphics or edges. When space is limited, the logo may be reduced to the minimum sizes below.

12 px 0.75 mm
Minimum size
for print

Minimum size
for digital
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Primary Colors
Corporate Colors

The AGA Group color palette consists of primary 

and secondary colors. The consistent use of these 

colors will create recognition and strengthen the 

AGA Group brand.

Although we use three brand colours, red is the 
most important one. It is a colour strongly asso-
ciated with our brand and is therefore almost al-
ways represented in some way across all of our 
materials. Red being represented is not the same 
as using it for everything, everywhere. Often a red 
logo or a headline is more than enough to make 
someone instantly recognise us as the sender of 
a message. But never exclude the AGA Group 
red completely unless the only option is black and 
white.

Secundary Colors
Corporate Colors

To ensure a consistent look always use the colour 

values specified to the left.

Secondary colours can be used as much as the 
brand colours, but only in unique area applica-
tions or as chapters and for subpages. Never use 
these colours as AGA Group brand colours.

RED BLACK WHITE

HEX
RGB
CMYK
Pantone

HEX
RGB
CMYK
Pantone

HEX
RGB
CMYK
Pantone

#C8102E
200/16/46

0/100/80/5
186 C

#101820
16/24/32

100/61/32/96
Black 6 C

#FFFFFF
255/255/255

0/0/0/0

COOL GRAY

HEX
RGB
CMYK
Pantone

#DCDCDC
220/220/220

5/3/5/01
COOL GRAY 2 C

DARK MARBLE

HEX
RGB
CMYK
Pantone

#3A3A3A
58/58/58

41/28/22/70
7540 C
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Primary Typeface
Desktop Typeface

Futura New has been specially selected for 
AGA Group to act as the primary AGA Group 
typeface for all applications and all identity im-
plementation.

Futura New comes in five weights: Bold, Demi, 
Book and Light. Each weight has a specific task in 
our typographical hierarchy, see more about that 
under treatment. Futura New support latin and cy-
rillic alphabets.

Styles

Light
Book
Medium
Demi
Heavy

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTVWXYZ
abcdefgh i jk lmno
pqrs tuvwxyz
1234567890 
?! ( )*+ç’/. , ; :

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefgh i jk lmnopqrs tuvwxyz
1234567890 ?! ( )*+ç’/. , ; :

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234 56789 0 ?!( )*+ç’/.,; :

Futura New Book

Futura New Demi

Futura New

Secundary Typeface
Web Typeface

Poppins
We use Poppins as a web font. A web 
font is a typeface that is available on 
Google Fonts.

We use Poppins as a replacement for Futura New. 
The same kind of rules as we use on Futura New 
should be applied to Poppins.

Styles

Light
Regular
Medium
Bold
Extra Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmno
pqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
?!()*+ç’/ . , ; :

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 ?!()*+ç’/. ,; :

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 ?!()*+ç’/ . , ; :

Poppins Bold

Poppins Regular
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The Company Business Card
Corporate Stationery Systems

General Info

Size:
Paper: 
Printing: 
Finish:

Front Side

Background:
Safe Space: 
Logo SIze: 
Position:

Back Side

Background:
Logo SIze: 
Safe Space: 
Position:

Additional Informations

Position: 
Font: 
Text: 

90mm (w) x 50mm (h)
Extra-thick luxury paper 300 gsm  
2 col. digital printing - front and back
Uncoated matte finish

C0 M0 Y0 K0
15mm (height)
20mm (height)
Center

C0 M0 Y0 K0
16mm (height)
6mm (top, left), 8mm (bottom)
Top right

Left align (50mm margin from right)
Futura New
10pt (Book)

Front Side

Back Side

Gafar Demirchi

+994 55 525 50 00
gafar@agagroup.az

44 Jafar Jabbarli str.
Caspian Plaza
Baku, Azerbaijanwww.agagroup.az

The Company Envelope
Corporate Stationery Systems

x

x

Demirchi Tower, 37 Khojali Avenue, Baku 1025

General Info

Size:
Paper: 
Printing: 
Logo SIze:
Position:

Additional Informations

Position: 
Font: 
Headline: 
Text:
Safe Space:  

210mm (w) x 297mm (h) (A4 Format)
Luxury paper   135 gsm
4 col. digital printing - front
20mm (height)
Top Left

Bottom left (5mm margin from left)
Montserrat
8pt (bold)
6pt (regular)
6mm
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The Company Letterhead
Corporate Stationery Systems

The Company Folder
Corporate Stationery Systems

General Info

Size:
Paper: 
Printing: 

Front Side

Background:
Safe Space: 
Logo SIze: 
Position:

Additional Informations

Position: 
Font: 
Text: 

Document Text

Font:
Headline: 
Text: 

210mm (w) x 297mm (h) (A4 Format)
Luxury paper   135 gsm
2 col. digital printing - front

C0 M0 Y0 K0
14mm 
22mm (height)
Top left

Top right (14mm margin from right)
Futura New
10pt (book)

Futura New
18pt (medium)
12pt (book)

Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ1025
37 Khojali avenue, Demirchi Tower 

+994 12 123 45 67
info@agagroup.az

www.agagroup.az

The theory of everything is here – we think

Let’s not kid ourselves: everything we think we know now is just an approxima-
tion to something we haven’t yet found out.

That is the frustrating, exhilarating lesson history teaches us about fundamental 
theories of nature. Take Newton’s universal law of gravity. It did sterling service 
describing falling apples and orbiting planets for over two centuries, but even-
tually gave way to a “righter” theory – Einstein’s general relativity. Ditto the 
solidly intuitive outlines of classical mechanics: dig down to the level of suba-
tomic particles, and we find them fogged in a haze of quantum uncertainty.

Quantum theory explains matter’s small-scale workings. General relativity 
describes the universe’s large-scale evolution. Each theory is very right in its 
own way, but has omissions and inconsistencies that convince us that they, too, 
are just placeholders for something better. A unified “theory of everything” 
would take us to places where quantum theory and relativity break down – 
beyond a black hole’s event horizon, for example, or the very first instants of 
the universe.

Heady stuff – and many a great mind has come a cropper in the chase. 
Einstein’s twilight years were largely spent in an isolated, fruitless quest for 
ultimate enlightenment.

Things haven’t moved on much. String theory, which seeks unification by 
replacing fundamental particles with tiny scrunched-up strings, has come – 
and not yet gone, despite much criticism of its lack of testable predictions. Rival 
approaches such as loop quantum gravity have sprung up, but also brought no 
breakthrough.

Sincerely,
Name Surname

Baku, Azerbaijan, AZ1025
37 Khojali avenue, Demirchi Tower 

+994 12 123 45 67
info@agagroup.az
www.agagroup.az
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A3 Vertical Grid Example
Corporate Stationery Systems

General Info

Size:
Paper: 
Printing: 

Front Side

Background:
Safe Space: 
Logo SIze: 
Position:

210mm (w) x 297mm (h) (A4 Format)
Luxury paper   135 gsm
4 col. digital printing - front

C0 M0 Y0 K0
6mm 
20mm (height)
Top right

BECOMING
THE BEST
COMPANY FOR
CUSTOMERS
You imagine impossible. We build impossible.

www.agagroup.az
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The Company E-Mail Signature
Online Presentations

Subheading Area

Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled 
it to make a type specimen book. 

Name Surname   |   Director

Demirchi Tower, 37 Khojali Avenue, Baku 1025

Phone:
Mobile: 
E-Mail:
Web:

+994 12 123 45 67
+994 50 123 45 67
info@agagroup.az
www.agagroup.az

Logo
60pt (w) x 80pt (h)

Headline / Poppins 8pt (regular)

Separator / 0.5pt (h)

Contact Info  /  Poppins 6pt (regular)

General Info

Font: 
Headline: 
Text: 

Additional Informations

Position: 
Text:
Safe Space:  

Montserrat
8pt (bold)
6pt (regular)

Bottom left (5mm margin from left)
Montserrat
8pt
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Personal Uniform
Uniforms and Accessories

Necktie & Silk Scarf
Uniforms and Accessories
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Images and Blending Modes
Online Presentations
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Paper Bag
Promo Materials

Paper Bag
Promo Materials
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